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ARENS REGULARITY OF CERTAIN BANACH ALGEBRAS

WHICH ARE IDEALS OF A BANACH ALGEBRA

SHEILA A. MCKILLIGAN

ABSTRACT.   The question of Arens regularity for a dual A   -algebra

which is a dense two-sided ideal of a B   -algebra has been discussed by

Wong and by Alexander.   We consider the Arens regularity of some Banach

algebras which are dense ideals of Arens regular Banach algebras to

prove, among other results, that any commutative A   -algebra which is an

ideal of its completion in the auxiliary norm is Arens regular.

1. Introduction. First of all we introduce our notation and then we

establish some basic facts for later use. We let 21 be a Banach algebra

throughout this section and we shall write 21 and 21 for its first and

second duals respectively.

For cp eU**, F £ 21* and x e 21  we define  Fx, Fx, F^, F4, e 21* by

Fx(y) = F(xy), F*(y) = F(yx)        (y £ 21),

F^.y) = cp(Fy),       FHy) = cp{F)       (y e 21).

For <p, if/ e 21** we define cp ■ if/, cp o if, e 21** by

cp ■ ifj(F) = ipÍFj),       cp o 0(f) = cp(F^)       (F e 21 *).

The products   •   and ° are the Arens products on   21       [2], [3], [5] and

each of them makes   21       into a Banach algebra into which  21 is embedded

isometrically by the canonical homomorphism  a h-> 77(22) (a £ 21)  where

77UXF) = Fia) {F e2I*).

We say that  F £ 21    is weakly almost periodic if cp ■ if/{F) = cp ° ifriF)

tot all cp, if/ £ 21     .   This is equivalent to the usual definition of weakly

almost periodic [8],    The family of all weakly almost periodic functionals

is denoted by ¡?(2I).   Usually if)(21) is just a closed subspace of 21  .   In

the case  05(21) = 21  , we say that   21 is  Arens regular.     Alternatively, 21

is Arens regular if cp • ft = cp ° if/  for all  cp, if/ £ 21      [5].
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Finally, the  222* topology of  21    is the topology induced in  21    by  21.

We note that {nia): a e 2Ij  is  w * dense in  21** [7, p. 425].

We now set down some elementary facts which we shall use but for

which we know no simple reference.

Proposition 1.1. Suppose  \xa\, \y o\ are nets in  21 with Í7T(xa)S, {rriy o)\

converging w*   in  21**   to 0, ^ respectively.   For F £ 21*  we have

cp • if/(F) = lim lim Eixayn),        cp o ifi{F) = lim lim Pixayo).
ß      a a      ß P

Proof.

<p ■ xf/iF) = if/iF.) = lim 7Áyñ){Fé) = lim cf>{Fyß)
ß        P      V        ß

= lim lim TÁxa){F ß) = lim lim F(xayg).
ß      a ß      a

Asimilar calculation establishes cp °i/í(F) = limalim g F(xay o).

Corollary 1.2.    If F £ 05(21), then

lim lim FÍxayn) = lim lim Fixayß)
ß      a P a      ß

for every pair of nets \xa\, \y „\  in  21 for which {ttU^J, {n(y n)\  are  w* con-

vergent in   21**

Proof.    Immediate from Proposition 1.1 and the  definition  of (t(2I ).

A net \e   \ in  21 is an  approximate identity    for  21  if  lim   ||e x - x|| = 0

= lim   ||xe    - x|| (x £ 21)  and   ||e   || < M  for all y  where  M > 0.

Theorem 1.3.    Suppose  21  is Arens regular.    If'\e   |  is an approximate

identity for  21, then there is a subnet   {eg! with {nie^)\ converging w* in

21       to E  which is the identity for u       in the Arens multiplications.

Proof.   It follows from the statement and proof of Lemma 3.8 of [5] that

\e   i    has a subnet [eg!  with  {trie^)\  converging  w* to  E  which is a left

identity for (21     , •) and a right identity for (21     , o)_   The result now

follows from the Arens regularity and the uniqueness of a two-sided

identity for  21

2.     Banach  algebras which are ideals in a Banach algebra.    Let

(21, I  |)  be a Banach algebra which is Arens regular and let A C 21 be a

dense two-sided ideal of  21.   Suppose further that  A  is a Banach algebra
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under the norm  ||   |   and that, for a £ A, \a\ <C||a||    where C  is a constant.

Since A C 21  it will be convenient to denote the canonical embeddings of A,

21 in A    ,21       respectively by 77^, 77 respectively.   This will be our stand-

ard notation throughout this section.   Wë note that Barnes has studied such

pairs of algebras (without the Arens regularity hypothesis) in [4] and we

quote one of his theorems for ease of reference.

Theorem 2.1 [4, Theorem 2.3].    With A, 21 as above, there exists D > 0

such that

(i)   \\ab\\ < D\\a\\ \b\ (a £ A, b e 21), and

(ii)   ||aè|| < D|a| ||¿>|| (a e2I, b £ A).

Our aim is to show that, because A  is an ideal of 21   and because of

the relationship of the norms, translates of F £ A    can be extended to

belong to  21  .   The Arens regularity of 21  establishes the weak almost period-

icity of such translates.   In the case where the centre of A  contains an

approximate identity of (21, |  |)   this is sufficient to give the weak almost

periodicity of any F £ A    and so the Arens regularity of A.   The result

about commutative  A -algebras follows.

Theorem 2.2.   If F e A*   then, for x £ A, cp £ A**   it is possible to

extend Fx, Fx, F^, F* e A* to belong to 21*.

Proof.   Choose x e A.   Then, for a £ A,

\F{a)\ = |F(xfl)| < ||F||||xfl|| < D||F||||x|||ß|     (Theorem 2.1).

Thus  F    is bounded on (A, |  |).   Since  21  is the completion of (A, |  |), we

can extend F     to be bounded on 21  with  | F J < D||F¡  ||x||, where  |Fj   is

the norm of  F     as an element of (21, |  |) .     Similarly  Fx  can be extended

to belong to (21, |  |) .

Choose cp £ A**.   Then, if a e A,

|F0(a)| = |<MF*)|<||0||||FT

But, for b £ A,

|FflU)| = \F{ba)\ < \\F\\\\ba\\ < D||F||||6|||a|     (Theorem 2.1)

so that  ¡|Fa|| < D||F|| \a\.   Hence

\F^ia)\<D\\cp\\\\F\\\a\

and F,   is bounded on (A, | |).   Thus  F^  may be extended to belong to

(21, I  D*   with  IF A < D||011  ||F||.   Similarly  F*   can be extended to belong

to (21, 1 D*.
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The next lemma provides the basic result on which much of our main

result rests.

Lemma 2.3.   Suppose  {xa\, {yß\  are nets in A  with  {^AXJ\, \^Ayn)\

converging  w* in A      to cp, iff £ A    , respectively, and suppose that

\xa\ <  ||0||, lly^l < ||>A||-    Then there exist subnets {xy\, \y%\  with {nA(x)},

{nA{y$)\ converging w* in A      to   cp, ifj, respectively, and Wx )j, Í77(yg)S  w*

convergent in  21

Proof.    By our hypothesis about the norms  |  |   and  ||  || , we have that

l*J <C||xJ|<C||0||     and     ly^l < Cly^H < C||0||,

so that the nets Í77Ua)|, {rriy a)\   ate bounded in  21     .It is immediate from

Alaoglu's theorem [7, p. 424] that there are subnets {n(x )\, {rriyg)¡  con-

verging w* in  21     .   It is clear that \v A{x )!, \i7Aiy$)\  are w* convergent in

A      to cp, if; respectively.

We are now able to prove the interesting result that translates of F £ A

by elements of A   or of A       are weakly almost periodic.

Theorem 2.4.   // cp, if/, A e A **   F e A* and x £ A, then

0 • if/{Fx) = 0 ° ft{Fx),       cp ■ ipiFj = 0° 0(Fx),

and

0 • 0(FX) = 0 o if,(Fx),       0 • t/>(FA) = 0 o 0(FX).

Proof.    By Goldstine's theorem [7, p. 424] we can choose nets Uai,

iy^!  in A  with ||xj < ||0||, \\y ß < ||0||   and such that {"¿{xj], \uA(yß)\

converge w* in A      to 0, ft  respectively.   Using Lemma 2.3, we choose

subnets \x  \, {ys¡   with {irA(xy)\, {nA(ys)\ converging w* in A** to cp, if/  and

{rr(x )\, {rr(y$)\  converging w* in  21     .   Since  21  is Arens regular, it follows

from Theorem 2.2 that Fx £05(21).   By Corollary 1.2 it follows that

lim lim Fx(x   ys) = lim lim Fx(x   y?).
S      y 7      S

But, by Proposition 1.1 for Fx £ A , we have

0 • if/{Fx) = lim lim Fxix   yg)
8      y

and

0 o ifj{Fx) = lim lim Fxix  ys).

y      S
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Hence
0 • if/{Fx) = 0 oif/{Fx).

The other equations are proved similarly.

Corollary 2.5.   If F e A*,  then  Fx, Fx, F¿, F* £ ffl(A)   whenever x e A

and cp e A   .

We require one further lemma before our main result.

Lemma 2.6.   // (21, |  |)  has an approximate identity |e   | where each e

£ A, then, for x, y £ A,

lim \\xye    - xy\\ = 0 = lim ||e   xy - xy||.

y y

Proof.    If x, y £ A, then

ll*yer - *yll = ll*(yer - y)|| < d\\x\\\yey - y\

by Theorem 2.1.   But lim   lye    - y| = 0, so lirri   ||xye    - xy|| = 0.  Similarly

limylley*y- *y|l = °-

Theorem 2.7.   Suppose that   21 has an approximate identity {e  }  where

each e    e A.    Then there is a subnet jegS  of je   i  such that, for 0, if/ £

A**, F e A*

0 • ifj{F) = lim 0 • 0(Fes),        0 o 0(F) = lim 0 • 0(Fe5).
S S *

Proof.   Choose nets [xj, {y a\  in A  such that ||xa|| < ||0||,  !|yg|| <

1101,   0 = w* lima77A(xa), if/ = w* limßtrA(yß) and ¡77(xa)î, Wy^)!  converge

w* in  21** (possible by Lemma 2.3 and Goldstine's theorem [7, p. 424]). Let

À, p £ 21** with A = 222* lim^x^), p = 222* lim.o77(yß).   Furthermore, by

Theorem 1.3 we choose a subnet {e%\  of je   j   such that Weg)}  converges

w* in  21      to E, the identity of 21    .We remark that we have, by Lemma 2.6,

(*) lim ||xyes - xy|| = 0 = lim ||e8xy - xy\\
S S

whenever x, y £ A.

Now, by Proposition 1.1,

0 • 0(F) = lim lim FÍxayB)
ß      a

= lim lim lim F(egXavg)    (by (*) since  F e A   )
ß      a      S

= lim lim lim FVß(e*x )= lim lim lim F^UgxJ
ß      a       S h  a ß       S       a
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by Corollary 1.2 since each  F*ß £ ffi(2I)   (Theorem 2.2) and {rr(es)\,

\"ixj\   aie w* convergent in  21**.

But, by Proposition 1.1 and Theorem 2.2, for each ß,

lim lim Fyß(e,x) = F o X.(Fyß)  = A • E(Fyß)     (by Theorem 1.3)

= lim lim Fyßixaes)
S      a

by Proposition 1.1.   Hence

0 • 0(F) = lim lim lim F ß(x eA
ß       S       a

= lim lim lim F^^ixJ = lim lim cp(Fe^ß)

ß     5     a /3     8

= lim lim F , UgyJ = F • /i(F ,)
/3     S

by Proposition 1.1 and Theorem 2.2.   Now, by Theorem 1.3,  E • p{Fa) =

p • E(F(p)   and, by Proposition 1.1,

p • E(F,) = lim lim F , (yßeg).

8/3
Thus

0 • 0(F) =  lim lim U^(yJ • tt^U^Xf ,)
S     ß P

= lim lim((0 • 77A(yJ) ■ rrAies)){F)   = lim lim(0 • Tr^yJXF*8)
S     ß S     ß

= lim lim uAiyß)((Fes),) = lim 0 • 0(pCg).

S     ,73 S

A very similar calculation shows that 0 oft(F) = limg0 o0(Fe_). We then

use Theorem 2.4 to establish 0 o0(F) = limg0 • ip(Fe.).

Immediate corollaries from this theorem are the following results which

we state in full.

Corollary 2.8.   Suppose (21, | |)   is an Arens regular Banach algebra

and A C 21 is a dense two-sided ideal of 21.   Suppose further that (A,   ||  ||)

is a Banach algebra with  \a\ < C||ö|| {a £ A)  for some constant  C.    If the

centre of A  contains an approximate identity for (21, |  |), then (A, ||  ||)   is

Arens regular.

Proof.    In this case  Fe    = F  y  whenever F e A    and \e    \  is the

approximate identity.
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Corollary 2.9.   Suppose (21, |  |)   is a commutative Arens regular Banach

algebra and A C 21 is a dense ideal of 21.   Suppose (A, \\ \\)  is a Banach

algebra with  \a\ < C\\a\\ (a £ A)  for some constant  C.   If A  contains an

approximate identity for (21, | |), then (A, ||  ||)   is Arens regular.

An A -algebra (A, || ¡)  is a Banach *-algebra which has an auxiliary

norm  |  |   satisfying the B -algebra condition [9, p. 181].   The completion

21 of A   in |  |   is therefore a B -algebra and we have the relation  |a| < C|ö||

(a £ A)   for some C > 0 [9, p. 187].   The following theorem extends results

about A -algebras proved by Wong [lO] and Alexander [ l].

Theorem 2.10.   Suppose  A   is a commutative  A  -algebra which is a dense

ideal in its completion  21  in the auxiliary norm.   Then A   is Arens regular.

Proof.    It follows from [6, Proposition 1.7.2]   that A  contains an

approximate identity of 21.   Since any B -algebra is Arens regular [5, p. 869],

the result is immediate from Corollary 2.9.
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